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0. ABSTRACT

In this paper, we will present the details of the creation of an electronic system
capable of autonomous parking. It is an autonomous car-manoeuvering system that moves a
vehicle into a parking spot without human intervention. It allows a vehicle to perform parking
maneuvers at different angles. It aims to enhance the comfort and safety of driving. The
parking maneuver is achieved by coordinating steering angle and speed which takes into
account the actual situation in the environment to ensure collision-free motion within the
available space[1]
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1. INTRODUCTION

In summer semester 2020/2021 students of mechatronic engineering were tasked with
designing and building a functional robot picked by them from the list provided by dr Daniel
Prusak. We split into 3 groups and our group picked the autonomous parking system i.e. a
self-parking car. Because of the pandemic situation in Poland, we were unable to work
traditionally. Most of us could only work from our homes and communicate through the
internet which made everything more challenging. Under normal circumstances, we would
design and build the robot on the site of the AGH university with physical lego bricks.
Because of the aforementioned problems we were only supposed to design the car digitally,
we were not obliged to create a physical prototype of it using the lego bricks. We ended up
creating a prototype that was similar to the digital project but with a different system.
Our subgroup was tasked with constructing an electronic part of an autonomous parking
system. We needed to choose and connect elements to gather data, process it, and steer the
engines with this data. Additionally, we had to choose a type of power supply capable of
supporting the whole system.

2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE WORK.

The purpose of our project was to design the electronics for the car to be capable of
self-parking. To do this, we overview the existing solutions and ways in which the main
problems can be solved and picking the options that are the most suitable for us. The
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purposes of the used components were making the car move and turn, detecting the distance
between the car and the obstacles, and measuring the velocity of the car. All these values are
needed for calculating the proper way for the car to move.
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3. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS

Parallel parking has long been a struggle for licensed drivers and one of the most dreaded
parts of a driving test. Many drivers labor through the maneuver, often damaging their car or
deciding to look for non-parallel parking options elsewhere. Though modern technologies
such as parking sensors or reversing cameras can help with parallel parking, many drivers
prefer avoiding parallel parking altogether.

Luckily for today's drivers, self-parking cars are no longer a thing of the future as
many car brands offer this feature in several of their models. Car manufacturers have
finally provided a long-awaited solution for drivers who have avoided parallel parking
through the years or worried about their parallel parking efforts time and time again.

figure 1.1 Audi A8 with self-parking system.

At present, there are two main methods of automatic parking systems: the methods based on
ultrasonic sensors and those based on visual sensors. We decided to choose based on
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ultrasonic sensors because analyzing the image by visual sensors is too complicated.
Ultrasonic parking sensors use high-frequency sound waves to detect objects. These sensors
emit sound pulses that reflect off of nearby objects. A receiver detects the reflected waves
and calculates the distance from your vehicle to the object. We used 6 of these: 3 in the front
and 3 on the back (left side, right side, and back).

The second most important device in the car, while parking, is the speedometer. It gives the
processor information about how fast the vehicle moves, that it can use when making
decisions. In our case, we used an infrared sensor that detects speed.

4. MORPHOLOGICAL CHART

Morphological Chart of the electronic components of Autonomous parking system
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5. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS:

When designing the electronics system, we took into account the most important functions
the self-parking car should possess and we split them into smaller projects. We picked the
most fitting components, i.e. sensors, motors, plates, etc.

Figure 1.3 original theoretical placement of electrical components

We have started by creating a rough sketch of a complete system (figure 1.3). Using a method
of rapid prototyping, we have assembled an incomplete system ( figure 1.4) to check if the
elements chosen by us will be able to support the final project.
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figure 1.4 1st attempt at steering car ( system of engines + Bluetooth controller). Firstly
motion of our vehicle was controlled by 4 engines using a tank-like method of turning.

figure 1.5 2nd attempt at steering car ( system of engines + Bluetooth controller + steering
axle). In the second attempt, we replaced one pair of engines with a steering axle connected
to the servo.

Then we proceeded to create a base for the system detecting the empty parking spot based on
ultrasonic sensors.
One of the most important decisions we made was using Arduino Mega for our project. We
picked it because of the large number of pins that were needed for plugging in all the sensors.
We also decided to use Arduino Motor Shield for powering the motors connected to the rear
wheels used to set the car in motion. The Motor Shield is also powering the stepper motor
which makes it possible for the car to turn. The energy consumption turned out to be too big
for Arduino alone, hence the use of Motor Shield. Arduino Mega can take up to 9V of
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voltage and Motor Shield up to 12V. Because of this, we decided to use two power supplies
to power these components separately to provide safety and to prevent the plates from
burning.

figure 1.6 the final design of Arduino Mega circuit
Arduino Mega is powered by one 9V battery [4]
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figure 1.7 the final design of Arduino Motor Shield circuit
Motor Shield is powered by three 16850 cells, a little bit more than 12V in total [4]

The component turned out to be very easy to assemble. We did it following the Arduino
guidelines.

6. PROTOTYPE AND TEST

After assembling the base of a vehicle (figure 1.4). We have tested that we can steer the
engines using a Bluetooth app, and the system was functioning. We have been testing
everything on a physical model. Firstly we tested steering using 4 motors but then we added a
solution with a movable front steering axle connected to the stepper motor and the
programming team adjusted code for that solution, then we tested the mechanism again. A
solution including steering axles enables more accurate control of the vehicle's path.
7. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

1) We have managed to choose the correct electronic parts, we have connected them and
successfully created the basic model of a vehicle.

2) The most important decision we’ve made was choosing Arduino Mega over two
Arduino Unos.

3) We have created an online prototype of an ultrasonic sensor system.
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4) The most interesting part of the project was the choice of sufficiently accurate motors.
We had to consider multiple options to finally find the correct ones. It was also the
biggest problem that we have encountered so far.

5) We’ve completed the design with satisfactory results. All of the components
cooperate successfully, there are no issues.
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